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Itching for action and the sun isn’t up yet? There’s no better feeling. 
You’ll get even more out of your day this way. Find the right equipment 
at bmw-motorrad.com

 SOME DREAMS 
ONLY BEGIN 

WHEN YOU WAKE UP. BMW FINANCIAL SERVICES
The ultimate riding machine needs the ultimate in finance. And BMW Motorrad has 
it covered. Now, with BMW Financial Services, you can get finance on rider equipment 

and accessories when you sign the contract on your new vehicle. Just ask your 
BMW Motorrad dealer for more information.

   DON’T 
    HOPE FOR THE BEST.
 TAKE IT WITH YOU.

The offers of BMW Financial Services may not be available in all countries. Please consult your local BMW Motorrad dealer about the actual valid fi nance offer in your country. RE
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Wake up. This is your 
day. It lies before you 
like a blank page. 
Fill it up. Give it life. 
It’s no diff erent with 
what you wear. Do it 
your way.

Editorial / 5Lifestyle & Equipment Magazine 2016

 Welcome to the fi rst edition of the BMW Motorrad magazine 
READY. In the following pages, we focus on the fascination and 
thrill of riding motorcycles and what heightens the emotions 
we feel when we do it: the clothes that make us look and feel 
good, and the technology that offers us optimum protection so 
we can enjoy every metre of the ride. 
 To remind us of these things and provide inspiration, this 
edition is packed with stories based around the BMW Motorrad 
Lifestyle & Equipment collection.
 Because we are motorcyclists ourselves, we know exactly 
how it feels when you put on your gear and prepare yourself for 
a new experience: crossing off the days before unforgettable, 
action-packed tours; the bends that you took; the places and 
roads that you discovered; the landscapes that you travelled 
through; the unknown, waiting for you to come and discover it. 
The love of motorcycling encompasses all of these things. 
This is what drives you. 
 In this issue we will meet the multi-talented Ben Brown, as he 
gets up before dawn, sets off to discover the seductive wild beauty 
of the Alps, and records his experiences for us in a webisode.

 We also shine the spotlight on the equipment that makes 
motorcycling even better and safer. We don’t just offer products 
that stand up to the most rigorous tests in the industry – we are 
proud of the fact that we design them ourselves. This is how we 
approach every aspect of motorcycling, from rider equipment to 
fi nancial services. We are more than motorcycle manufacturers – 
we offer the whole package. Since 1978, we have always 
designed our rider equipment to complement our motorcycle 
models. At the same time, we have tried to remain at the forefront 
of innovation with our products. 
 We are very proud to announce the latest groundbreaking 
addition to our product range in this magazine: the 
BMW Motorrad Street AIR. It’s one of the most advanced 
motorcycling safety systems in the world, which uses 
technology previously only available to professional MotoGP 
riders – now it can offer you protection on every tour. 
 The new BMW Motorrad Lifestyle & Equipment collection 
is for everyone who lives and breathes motorcycles. It’s for 
everyone who gets up in the morning ready for the adventure 
each new day brings. 
 Happy reading!

Jürgen Lubos
Head of BMW Motorrad Aftersales

bmw-motorrad.com
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Ahead of its time.
The BMW Motorrad Street AIR system

6 / Index BMW Motorrad

You’re free to follow every whim. 
And you dress to be ready.

Conquer the streets and experience the brand new 
BMW Motorrad Street AIR system. 
Sven Kirschning, the BMW Motorrad product designer 
responsible for Street AIR, explains in an interview 
why this new wearable airbag means that motorcycling 
has never been safer.

You’re ready, earlier than the rest. 
You’ve got your gear. You feel 
good in it. You feel safe in it. It’s time. 
The street is calling you.

Urban — 8

A new day. 
A new direction.

BMW Motorrad Days — 29

The 15th 
BMW Motorrad Days.

Adventure — 30

Born for adventure.

Index / 7Lifestyle & Equipment Magazine 2016

We headed up to the Alps with Ben Brown to watch the sun rise. 
We talked to him about motorcycling and he recorded a vlog 
episode for us.

Practice in your dreams. 
Win on the track. Make it 
happen with the lifestyle 
that fi ts you best.

Motorsport — 52

Seize the day 
with both hands.

Care — 50

Make every ride 
as good as the fi rst.

Ben Brown Interview — 44

Out there, the 
possibilities are endless. 
Every day is diff erent.
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(left to right) Rallye teddy bear / BMW Logo rucksack / BMW Logo women’s polo shirt / Kraftrad children’s T-shirt / Roadster women’s knitted jacket / Legends men’s T-shirt / BMW Logo mug

Urban / 9Lifestyle & Equipment Magazine 2016

Get up earlier. 
Set off earlier. 
The streets are empty. 
The city is yours.

A NEW 
 DAY.
  A NEW 
DIRECTION.
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(left to right) Concept Roadster men’s T-shirt / Ride sunglasses / BMW Logo men’s T-shirt / Roadster men’s short-sleeved shirt / City Denim men’s trousers / Dry unisex sneakers / 
Legends men’s T-shirt / BMW Logo watch / Summer unisex trousers / BMW Logo unisex fl ip fl ops / BMW Logo wall clock / BMW Logo mug
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It’s your day. 
It’s your city. 
It’s ready 
whenever you are.

City Denim trousers, men 
Casual-look motorcycle 
trousers. Knee protectors are 
easily removeable from the 
outside. Perfect for summer 
and the city. Also available in 
Anthracite, see p.16.

Summer trousers, unisex 
Summertime motorcycling 
trousers With removeable, light 
SC protectors (two height 
positions) at knees and hips. 
Can be worn as shorts thanks 
to zip-off trouser legs. Also 
available in Black.

(left to right) Concept Roadster men’s T-shirt / 
City Denim men’s trousers / Legends men’s T-shirt / 
Summer unisex trousers / BMW Logo unisex jacket 
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San Diego jacket, men 
Relaxed-fi t motorcycle jacket 
in fabric-leather mix. It’s ideal 
for summer, and you can take 
out the shoulder and elbow 
protectors to wear it as a casual 
jacket around town. Women’s 
cut also available.

Messenger bag
Trendy bag made from waxed, 
water-repellent canvas. Interior: 
equipped with padded 17 inch 
laptop holder and water bottle 
holder. Includes additional space 
for a wide A4-size fi le and an 
adjustable, removable waist strap 
to fi x when riding.

It’s a new day. 
The city streets 
are waiting. 
And each one 
is an opportunity.

(left to right) San Diego men’s jacket / Messenger bag / BMW Motorrad cap / BMW Logo men’s softshell jacket / 
San Diego women’s jacket / Motorsport kids’ bike  

Urban / 13Lifestyle & Equipment Magazine 2016

DownTown gloves 
Perfect for urban living on two 
wheels. Made from a leather/
fabric mix with touchscreen-
compatible index and thumb tips. 
100% windproof, breathable and 
 water-resistant.

FivePocket trousers, women
Casual motorcycling trousers 
with fi ve-pocket jeans styling. 
Removeable NPL protectors on 
the knees and NP2 protectors 
on the hips.

Dry sneakers, unisex 
Certifi ed motorcycling shoes 
and fashionable leisurewear. 
Water-resistant, windproof and 
breathable.

DownTown jacket Men/women
Half-length 2-in-1 jacket with 
a removable thermal jacket. 
Comfortable fi t over a suit 
jacket. Effective protection in 
city traffi c.

(left to right) City Denim men’s trousers / DownTown unisex gloves / DownTown women’s jacket / 
FivePocket women’s trousers / Roadster men’s jacket / BMW Logo men’s polo shirt, Blue / DownTown men’s jacket / 
City unisex trousers / Dry unisex sneakers
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For home.

Urban / 15Lifestyle & Equipment Magazine 2016

Left page (left to right) Concept Roadster women’s shirt / Soulfuel cap / Ride Wild children’s T-shirt / BMW Logo children’s hat / BMW Logo pencil case / Roadster sticker set / BMW Logo travel bag / 
Transforming men’s T-shirt // Right page (left to right) BMW Logo water bottle / BMW Logo mug / BMW Logo braces / R nineT men’s T-shirt / BMW Logo unisex jeans / BMW Logo unisex sneakers / 
Vintage men’s T-shirt / Ride Wild women’s top
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For going out.
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For work.
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AHEAD
OF ITS 

TIME.
 Until now the wearable airbag system was reserved exclusively 
for MotoGP riders. Now BMW Motorrad and Alpinestars are 
bringing it from the racetrack to the road. The unique protective 
technology is the result of years of intensive research and 
development, countless crash tests and hundreds of thousands 
of test kilometres. It’s worn by those who don’t just wait for new 
innovations, but who keep pace with them, kilometre by 
kilometre, and day by day.
 The BMW Motorrad Street AIR system is ready when you are. 
Simply zip up the jacket to activate the system for your next ride. 

It offers fl exible, active protection that you can rely on, wherever 
your fancy takes you. Sensors in the vest recognize an impact 
within 30 to 60 milliseconds – depending on the type and severity – 
and high-tech compressed air tanks fi ll the chambers within 
25 milliseconds. Maximum protection in the blink of an eye.

The BMW Motorrad Street AIR system

Safety / 23Lifestyle & Equipment Magazine 2016

A world fi rst – and a new way for you to show 
others the way. Equipped like a pioneer 
should be, and prepared for the best that’s 
yet to come. Ready for something 
unforgettable, with only the horizon 
out in front of you, and the world 
at your feet.

Street AIR Dry jacket
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Street AIR Dry jacket
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Mr Kirschning, why is BMW Motorrad offering 
the Street AIR system now?
 We had a huge interest in it right from the 
beginning. With the DoubleR Race AIR, we already 
had a system that was designed purely for use on 
the racetrack. So it was just a question of time 
when we would bring out a system for road use. In 
Alpinestars, we have a partner with whom we can 
exclusively offer this system.
There are already several airbag systems 
for motorcyclists on the market. Why 
is BMW Motorrad only bringing out a 
solution now?
 We’ve been keeping a very close eye on 
developments in the last few years. The existing 
systems all have advantages but they also had 
inherent limitations which were too great in our 
eyes. All existing airbag systems are linked to the 
motorcycle in one way or another, either using 
electronic sensors or using ripcords. In systems 
using ripcords attached to the motorcycle, 
you only get the right protection under certain 
circumstances. In the case of a collision, for 
example, it’s possible for the system to deploy too 
late. With electronic systems, the disadvantage is 
that the driver is limited to a specifi c motorcycle. 
With BMW Motorrad Street AIR, we now have a 
solution that combines maximum protection with 
maximum fl exibility.
Can you tell us how the system works?
 The system consists of a vest that holds the 
airbag, the sensors and the electronics. Sensors 
located on the shoulders and back of the vest 
continually send data measurements to the main 
controller unit in the back protector. An intelligent 
algorithm evaluates the data and registers sudden 
anomalies. If a dangerous situation occurs, the 
system needs about 30 to 60 milliseconds, 
depending on the severity and angle of the accident, 
to send a deploy command. High pressure containers 
fi ll the airbag within 25 milliseconds. In other words, 
you’re protected in 85 milliseconds, which is faster 
than you can blink. 
 The Street AIR vest is worn under a compatible 
jacket, which has a built-in LED display and a 
sensor on the front zip. As soon as the zip is done 
up, the vest and the airbag are activated.

What are the advantages of the system?
 Because the system works independently in 
the jacket, the driver has full fl exibility. He can use 
any motorcycle and rely on the system’s protection. 
It’s built in such a way that it can deploy in collisions 
from all kinds of angles, such as when the driver 
is standing at a traffi c light and is driven into from 
behind by another motorist. The BMW Motorrad 
Street AIR can be used both by the rider and the 
pillion passenger. What’s more, the system doesn’t 
hinder the wearer’s usual riding style in any way. 
So you can wear a rucksack like normal. 
 What really interests me about this airbag is the 
additional protection and safety you get. The airbag 
protects large areas of the body at the shoulders, 
back and chest. The back is typically very well 
protected, but in the case of the ribcage and the 
shoulders there has always been a trade-off 
between ergonomics and protection. It’s here 
that the airbag really comes into its own. Without 
compromising freedom of movement you get 
additional protection that you don’t normally have, 
and which is only noticeable when it is needed. 
Of course, it’s also fantastic that the airbag 
performs better than conventional protection.
What actually happens when the system 
deploys erroneously in a non-emergency 
situation? Couldn’t that itself cause an 
accident?
 The system has been laid out and tested 
specifi cally so that this can’t happen. In any case, 
both Alpinestars and BMW Motorrad have 
rigorously tested this scenario. In many trials the 
system was deployed on test riders without warning, 
and there were no distractions that might have led 
to a potentially dangerous situation. You have to 
consider how fast the system operates: even though 
the rider is aware of the deployment, the reaction 
time is so slow that he’s already driven onwards 
before he’s had a chance to be surprised.
Currently there is only one jacket that is 
compatible with the system. Are there more 
in the pipeline? 
 Yes, that’s right. At launch there will only be 
the Street AIR Dry jacket. We are currently looking 
at how to extend the product portfolio. I’m sure 
that we’ll have Street AIR compatible variants of 

“Our customers 
don’t want to 
wait for 
innovations. 
They want to 
put them 
straight on.”

Sven Kirschning, Product Development

Sven Kirschning
BMW Motorrad Product Development

At the system’s market launch, the head product 
developer spoke in-depth about the company’s 
latest innovation, the unique Street AIR system.
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depending on the severity and angle of the accident, 
to send a deploy command. High pressure containers 
fi ll the airbag within 25 milliseconds. In other words, 
you’re protected in 85 milliseconds, which is faster 
than you can blink. 
 The Street AIR vest is worn under a compatible 
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“Our customers 
don’t want to 
wait for 
innovations. 
They want to 
put them 
straight on.”

Sven Kirschning, Product Development

Sven Kirschning
BMW Motorrad Product Development

At the system’s market launch, the head product 
developer spoke in-depth about the company’s 
latest innovation, the unique Street AIR system.
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The BMW Motorrad Street AIR system consists of 
a breathable airbag vest and its compatible Street 
AIR Dry jacket. It works independently from the 
motorcycle, without ripcords or any additional 
extraneous sensors. Intelligent sensors recognize a 
collision within 30 to 60 milliseconds – depending 
on its type and severity. They activate highly effi cient 
compressed air tanks, which fi ll air chambers in 
25 milliseconds, so you’re fully protected within 
85 milliseconds. At 100 to 400 milliseconds, the 
blink of an eye typically takes at least twice as long.

our premium products in the future. We are proud 
to bring something truly revolutionary to the market 
with the Street AIR. And we will continue in the 
same vein.

bmw-motorrad.com/streetair

PROTECTS 
 FASTER,
THAN AN

EYELID 
CAN 

BLINK.
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from top to bottom: Street AIR vest / Street AIR Dry jacket (also available in Grey/Black)
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THE CHOICE 
BETWEEN OK 

AND PERFECT.

BMW Motorrad

Service & 
Original Parts

The Ultimate 
Riding Machine

BMW Service stands for quality and precision in every detail. Whether it’s an oil change, 
your annual check-up or tyre changes, we ensure that everything on your motorcycle is 

perfect. That way, you can be sure that many years of riding pleasure still lie ahead.

BMW SERVICE & ORIGINAL PARTS
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 One thing we couldn’t complain about at Motorrad Days 2015 
was the weather. All weekend long the sun shone over the Garmisch 
mountains, which meant perfect conditions for the 15th edition of 
BMW Motorrad Days. More than 40,000 BMW Motorrad fans came 
together for the biggest global meeting of the BMW Motorrad family.
 Our Swiss dealer from the Stucki 2 Rad Center was with 
us in Garnisch with one of his own offshoots, VTR Customs, 
to present the converted nineT COFFEELOWFAT. According 
to VTR Customs, it’s the slimmest and lowest nineT they’ve 
ever built. For the conversion, the guys cut the tank to make it 
narrower and installed new side walls. The saddle and aluminium 
tail were done by hand, as were the extra-slim headlight covers. 
And so that the COFFEELOWFAT could also stay true to its name, 
the chassis was lowered by 3 cm. As always with VTR Customs, 
no stickers were used – all the typefaces and logos were painted 
by hand. 
 But the VTR Customs conversion wasn’t just a treat to look 
at. It wasn’t long before the bike became a donor for one of the 
visitors, who had damaged a part on his R nineT and could no 
longer get it running. For Marcel “Cello” Brauchli from VTR Customs, 
who also happened to be at the event, there was no question of 
not helping out a customer – he took a replacement part from the 
show motorcycle to get the visitor’s R nineT up and running again. 

A custom-build saves the day.

 “We didn’t just do it because it was a Stucki customer, we’d 
happily do it for any BMW fan”, explains Daniel Weidmann, owner 
and manager of Stucki 2 Rad & VTR Customs. We’d like to offer 
a big thank you to those that saved the day!
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(left to right) GS cap / GS men’s cap / GS men’s T-shirt / Ride women’s shirt / City Denim women’s trousers / GS women’s jacket 
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BORN
FOR

ADVENTURES.
A new day, a new adventure. 
Out here time belongs to you alone. 
It’s measured in moments, not minutes. 
So make the most of every one. 
Dress to meet your adventure head on.

(left to right) GS women’s top / BMW Logo unisex fl ip fl ops / R 1200 GS men’s T-shirt / 
GS unisex shorts / BMW Logo unisex sneakers 
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Today is a good day. 
To be impatient. 
To face off against the wind. 
To feel the ground under your tyres. 
To not just dream it. 
But to power through it.

Rallye suit
For enduro riders who bike in 
all weather conditions. The suit 
features the new ProTechWool 
material, developed in-house by 
BMW. Made from a combination 
of polyamide and wool, the 
material increases comfort for 
the wearer. Quick-drying and 
heat-conducting, it’s ideal for 
intensive off-road activities. The 
additional carbon fi nish protects 
the surface from abrasion. The 
ultimate combination of safety, 
practicality and comfort.

Rallye men’s suit jacket / Rallye men’s suit trousers / 
GS Carbon helmet (colour scheme: GS Trophy)
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GS Carbon helmet
Enduro helmet, perfect for 
touring. Light in weight (approx. 
1450 grams) with an outer shell 
made from 100% carbon fi bre 
reinforced plastic. Double-glazed 
visor, anti-fog inner visor, outer 
visor has anti-scratch coating 
on both sides. Removable chin 
fl ap with dust fi lter. Washable 
head and cheek pads. Now 
also available in the GS Trophy 
colour scheme.

Rallye gloves
Lightweight summer gloves, 
suitable for off-road use. Hard-
wearing kangaroo leather on 
the palm. Maximum ventilation 
meets maximum safety.

Rallye gloves
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Function sunglasses
Sporty performance sunglasses. 
Lightweight and trendy with 
interchangeable plastic lenses. 
Designed for a perfect fi t under 
your helmet. Close fi t and 
draught-free design for optimal 
slipstream protection.

Ride fl eece jacket
Lightweight and warm, 
breathable, regulates body 
temperature. Ideal for wearing 
underneath motorcycle 
clothing on cool days. Best 
suited for activities like skiing 
and jogging.

Ride windbreaker
Super-light jacket suitable 
as a windproof top layer for 
motorcycling, and for activities 
like trekking and walking. 
The extra-long tail section 
keeps areas sensitive to cold 
temperatures warm. Packs 
down to a small size and 
comes with large, easy-
access pockets.

(left to right) BMW Motorrad unisex T-shirt / Ride unisex 
windbreaker / MAKE LIFE A RIDE men’s T-shirt / GS women’s 
T-shirt / Ride women’s fl eece jacket

(left to right) Function sunglasses / GS Pro men’s boots / Ride women’s fl eece jacket / Summer unisex trousers
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(left to right) GS men’s polo shirt / GS key case / GS men’s pullover / GS cap / GS spread

Ride men’s fl eece jacket
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(left to right) GS men’s polo shirt / GS key case / GS men’s pullover / GS cap / GS spread

Ride men’s fl eece jacket
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On the beach.

Left page (left to right) 
BMW Logo children’s T-shirt, Red 
BMW Logo women’s blouse 
BMW Logo cap 
GS Easy Tube 
BMW Logo toiletry bag 
BMW Logo bikini 
GS men’s polo shirt 
BMW Logo swim shorts 
Ride men’s shirt 
GS unisex sweatshirt jacket 
Ride women’s T-shirt 
Right page (left to right) 
BMW Logo key case 
BMW Logo keyring 
GS unisex shirt 
BMW Motorrad lanyard 
BMW Logo children’s beach hat 
Function sunglasses (with interchangeable lenses) 
BMW Logo unisex fl ip fl ops 
BMW Logo children’s shirt 
BMW Logo children’s T-shirt, Blue 
BMW Logo towel 
BMW Logo hip bag 
BMW Logo children’s sweatshirt
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For the great outdoors.

Left page (left to right) 
BMW Logo unisex sweatshirt jacket 
GS cap 
R 1200 mini model
GS belt 
GS inner bag for aluminium panniers 
TrinkPak Hydra 
Rallye gloves 
GS Pro boots 
Ride men’s T-shirt 
GS sunglasses 
Right page (left to right) 
GS children’s sweatshirt jacket 
BMW Logo rucksack 
Hydro-Sock functional stockings 
GS wallet 
Advantec Ultimate motor oil 
Rallye suit jacket 
Rallye suit trousers 
GS children’s T-shirt 
GS women’s jacket 
Motorcycle cleaner 
GS sticker set 
GS bag set 
BMW Logo unisex fl ip fl ops 
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Pursue what energizes you. 
Lose yourself in the day. 
Ice-cold water. 
A broad sky. 
Waiting for you on the road ahead. 

Pursue what energizes you. 
Lose yourself in the day. 
Ice-cold water. 
A broad sky. 
Waiting for you on the road ahead. 
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 Ben Brown was a member of the British fl atwater kayaking 
team for ten years. During this time he won the junior and senior 
titles at the Kayak Marathon World Championships, as well as 
other World Cup titles.
 These days, Ben has taken a breather from competitive sport 
to pursue his creative passions. He now travels the world as an 
adventure-seeking fi lm-maker and photographer and records his 
experiences in YouTube videos. He captures dramatic moments 
with his camera equipment and takes his followers to the world’s 
most exciting places.

 We invited Ben to make a pitstop during his world travels to 
take in the sunrise with us high up in the Bavarian mountains. 
Our journey together took us to enchanting, picturesque 
locations, and he shared his experiences on his YouTube channel 
in a collection titled: Alps Adventure with BMW Motorrad.
 Before the trip, the multi-talented serial achiever spoke to 
BMW Motorrad about everyday opportunities, capturing those 
special moments and what the adventure of motorcycling 
means to him.

with Ben Brown
British vlogger

  OUT THERE, 
 THE POSSIBILITIES 
   ARE ENDLESS. 
 EVERY DAY 
    IS DIFFERENT.

“Alps Adventure” 
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What’s your favourite thing about 
motorcycling?
 I think it’s fantastic that you discover something 
new on every ride. Motorcycle riding draws you 
closer to the environment. It is the most intense 
way to explore new places.
Who are your motorcycling heroes?
 In my case, my father. His passion for motorcycles 
is one of the fi rst things you notice. He’s a great rider, 
and his eyes light up whenever he starts to talk about 
his R 1200 GS.
In what ways does motorcycling inspire you?
 I’ve only been riding for a short time, but I really 
love developing myself as a rider. For me it’s a 
unique, almost intimate way to travel, and I like that 
you are continually discovering new things worth 
recording on camera.
Describe how you feel when you’re just 
about to set off on a new adventure.
 The hours before setting off on a new journey 
feel like Christmas morning. There’s packing 
everything up the evening before, then the early 
wake-up. I love the anticipation of what’s to come, 
the voyage into the unknown.
The outdoors movement is going through 
a boom at the moment, but you’ve been 
involved for a long time. How has your love 
of nature and the outdoors infl uenced you 
since childhood?
 Travelling in the outdoors has been a tradition 
in our family for years, and I’ve been lucky in that 
sense. I’ve always been drawn to the natural world 
because I feel completely free, uninhibited in my 
creativity and I love taking pictures that capture the 
joy people feel being in the wild.
What message do you want to get across 
with your vlogging?
 I’m very conscious of the content I’m making 
and make a real effort to give viewers of the Vlog 
something they can take away. The most important 
things are a positive attitude, productivity and of 
course the people who are close to me. I want 
to set an example of how good it is to go out and 
discover life with an open heart and without 
preconceptions.
What made turn your life upside down and 
start a blog?
 My friend Louis Cole (FunForLouis) gradually 
introduced me to daily vlogging around two years 
ago. Back then I was already making fi lms as well 
as training for kayaking, but I enjoyed vlogging so 
much that I thought I should try it too. For me it was 
a really natural step to share more of my life online 
with other people.
What was your most extreme outdoor 
experience or your most interesting 
adventure so far? 

There have been a few kayak races that have had 
a major impact on my life, but I consider Canada 
my Mecca when it comes to adventuring. The 
mountains feel like home to me.
How important for you is it to have the right 
equipment?
 I’ve never been the sort of person who’s satisfi ed 
with run-of-the-mill gear. I get that from my father. 
Good preparation starts with the right equipment 
for the job, whether it’s the right protection against 
the weather or the best way to safely transport 
camera equipment. I’m always looking for the best 
quality I can get.
What’s the one thing you always need to 
have with you when you head out?
 I never set off without my rucksack. It’s a fairly 
standard rucksack, but big enough for all the 
essentials for photography tasks and international 
travel.
What are your most important sources of 
inspiration and motivation when it comes 
to moving forward and seeking out new 
locations?
 Travel is an addiction. Travel is my inspiration. 
Every new place that I visit makes me realize how 
little I still know about our planet. It’s a great feeling 
to go out and fi nd the beauty in the world – especially 
from the point of view of a content producer.
You’ve obviously achieved a lot. What are 
you most proud of?
 I’m very proud of my gold medal in marathon 
kayaking at the World Championships – that was 
one of my goals growing up. In terms of creative 
content, it would have to be my Canada Visual 
Vibes. I spent a lot of time making it and I’m very 
happy with the results.
Do you have any adventures planned 
next year?
 I only have rough plans so far, but a GS Adventure, 
friends and Africa will defi nitely be involved. I live in 
Cape Town and I’ve done plenty of four-wheel tours. 
Now I’m looking forward to doing it on two wheels.
In terms of motorcycling, what experiences 
will you focus on next?
It’s a combination of freedom of motorcycling, 
discovering new ways of life and learning new skills, 
which will be challenging in itself.
We look forward to experiencing and fi lming 
daybreak in the Alps with you.
 Likewise! Heading out on and offroad with the 
best motorcycle and the perfect equipment is 
something I’ve always dreamed of. The more I think 
about it, the harder it is for me to wipe the smile off 
my face! 
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“The hours 

before setting 

off on a new 

journey feel 

like Christmas 

morning.”
Ben Brown, 2015

with BMW Motorrad” 
youtube.com/benbrown

“Alps Adventure
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creativity and I love taking pictures that capture the 
joy people feel being in the wild.
What message do you want to get across 
with your vlogging?
 I’m very conscious of the content I’m making 
and make a real effort to give viewers of the Vlog 
something they can take away. The most important 
things are a positive attitude, productivity and of 
course the people who are close to me. I want 
to set an example of how good it is to go out and 
discover life with an open heart and without 
preconceptions.
What made turn your life upside down and 
start a blog?
 My friend Louis Cole (FunForLouis) gradually 
introduced me to daily vlogging around two years 
ago. Back then I was already making fi lms as well 
as training for kayaking, but I enjoyed vlogging so 
much that I thought I should try it too. For me it was 
a really natural step to share more of my life online 
with other people.
What was your most extreme outdoor 
experience or your most interesting 
adventure so far? 

There have been a few kayak races that have had 
a major impact on my life, but I consider Canada 
my Mecca when it comes to adventuring. The 
mountains feel like home to me.
How important for you is it to have the right 
equipment?
 I’ve never been the sort of person who’s satisfi ed 
with run-of-the-mill gear. I get that from my father. 
Good preparation starts with the right equipment 
for the job, whether it’s the right protection against 
the weather or the best way to safely transport 
camera equipment. I’m always looking for the best 
quality I can get.
What’s the one thing you always need to 
have with you when you head out?
 I never set off without my rucksack. It’s a fairly 
standard rucksack, but big enough for all the 
essentials for photography tasks and international 
travel.
What are your most important sources of 
inspiration and motivation when it comes 
to moving forward and seeking out new 
locations?
 Travel is an addiction. Travel is my inspiration. 
Every new place that I visit makes me realize how 
little I still know about our planet. It’s a great feeling 
to go out and fi nd the beauty in the world – especially 
from the point of view of a content producer.
You’ve obviously achieved a lot. What are 
you most proud of?
 I’m very proud of my gold medal in marathon 
kayaking at the World Championships – that was 
one of my goals growing up. In terms of creative 
content, it would have to be my Canada Visual 
Vibes. I spent a lot of time making it and I’m very 
happy with the results.
Do you have any adventures planned 
next year?
 I only have rough plans so far, but a GS Adventure, 
friends and Africa will defi nitely be involved. I live in 
Cape Town and I’ve done plenty of four-wheel tours. 
Now I’m looking forward to doing it on two wheels.
In terms of motorcycling, what experiences 
will you focus on next?
It’s a combination of freedom of motorcycling, 
discovering new ways of life and learning new skills, 
which will be challenging in itself.
We look forward to experiencing and fi lming 
daybreak in the Alps with you.
 Likewise! Heading out on and offroad with the 
best motorcycle and the perfect equipment is 
something I’ve always dreamed of. The more I think 
about it, the harder it is for me to wipe the smile off 
my face! 
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Ben Brown, 2015
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50 / Care BMW Motorrad

1 Make it shine. BMW Motorcycle cleaner, 500 ml ₊ Concentrated cleaning agent formulated for all motorcycle parts ₊ Quickly removes dirt of any kind ₊ Works on all commercially available materials ₊ Prevents 
limescale and corrosion ₊ Adds shine to all painted and polished surfaces 2 Get tough on abrasion. BMW chain spray, 300 ml ₊ Airtight, adhesive, 100% synthetic lubricant ₊ Quick, easy application ₊ Highly water-
resistant; withstands temperatures of up to 200°C ₊ Maximum corrosion protection 3 Live clean. BMW functional washing detergent, 250 ml ₊ Forms an invisible, protective microfilm ₊ Water and wind resistance 
and breathability are maintained ₊ Suitable for motorcycle clothing, outdoor clothing and sportswear ₊ Specially developed for BMW Motorrad 4 Let everything roll straight off you. BMW waterproofi ng agent, 
300 ml ₊ Additional waterproofi ng for natural and synthetic fabrics, smooth leather and suede leather (not nubuck) ₊ Protective microfi lm that does not affect fabrics’ breathability, appearance and grip 5 Keep a clear 
head. BMW Visor and helmet cleaner, 50 ml ₊ Cleaner with anti-fogging and drying agents ₊ Removes dirt of any kind without affecting the fabric 6 Why carry the past with you? BMW helmet pad cleaner, 300 ml ₊ 
Cleaning foam that removes even stubborn dirt stains ₊ Works as a deodorant and gives pads a fresh fragrance ₊ Also suitable for cleaning shoes and boots 7 Steer clear of distractions. BMW anti-fogging spray, 50 ml ₊ 
Anti-fog protection ₊ Repeated use prevents additional dirt build-up ₊ Polycarbonate-compatible, silicon-free, environmentally friendly

Our latest products 
for motorcycle and 
equipment care

MAKE 
EVERY RIDE 

AS GOOD AS 
THE FIRST. 

1 3 5 7

2 4 6

BMW Motorrad

Service & 
Original Parts

The Ultimate 
Riding Machine

Thanks to original BMW Advantec engine oil, your bike will still seem scarcely a day old, even after you’ve racked 
up thousands of kilometres. It was designed specifi cally with your motorcycle in mind, by the same team that builds 

BMW Motorrad engines – and they know a thing or two about what’s best for your bike.

ORIGINAL BMW ADVANTEC ENGINE OIL

THE FORMULA 
THAT KEEPS YOUR 

ENGINE FACTORY FRESH.
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That’s what gets you out of bed in the morning. 
The urge to try the impossible. 
You’ve memorised the route. 
It’s a morning for breaking records.

SEIZE
THE DAY

WITH BOTH
HANDS.

Left side (left to right) Motorsport unisex softshell jacket / BMW Logo cap // Right side (left to right) Motorsport unisex jacket / 
Motorsport cap / Motorsport unisex hooded jacket / Motorsport giant bag
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The sun is up. 
It’s lighting the way. 
The time has come to push yourself. 
But you’re ready for it. 
You’re ready for anything.

Left picture (left to right) Motorsport men’s polo shirt / BMW Logo unisex jeans / BMW Logo unisex sneakers / 
Motorsport unisex hooded jacket
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Left page (left to right) BMW Logo women’s scarf / HP pillion passenger foot pegs / Race helmet (colour scheme: Ignition) / Motorsport lanyard / BMW Logo men’s T-shirt, Blue / 
DoubleR Race AIR suit / S 1000 RR mini model / Motorsport women’s polo shirt / HP carbon front mudguard / Motorsport helmet bag / Motorsport men’s short-sleeved shirt / BMW Logo fl ag // 
Right page (left to right) Motorsport unisex beanie hat / Motorsport badge set / BMW Logo women’s T-shirt, Red / BMW Logo women’s softshell jacket / BMW Logo women’s T-shirt / 
Motorsport rucksack / Motorsport grip cover / HP foot pegs / Motorsport men’s T-shirt / Motorsport women’s T-shirt
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On the track.
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Itching for action and the sun isn’t up yet? There’s no better feeling. 
You’ll get even more out of your day this way. Find the right equipment 
at bmw-motorrad.com

 SOME DREAMS 
ONLY BEGIN 

WHEN YOU WAKE UP. BMW FINANCIAL SERVICES
The ultimate riding machine needs the ultimate in finance. And BMW Motorrad has 
it covered. Now, with BMW Financial Services, you can get finance on rider equipment 

and accessories when you sign the contract on your new vehicle. Just ask your 
BMW Motorrad dealer for more information.

   DON’T 
    HOPE FOR THE BEST.
 TAKE IT WITH YOU.
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BMW Financial 
Services

The Ultimate 
Riding Machine

BMW Motorrad
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Riding Machine
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